Introduction
Digital currencies are mainly known for their part in illegal activities such as money laundering or terrorist financing. However, the purpose of this chapter is to explore whether digital currencies could have a potential benefit for countries who are in financial crisis. Since 2007 the global financial crisis has affected many different countries and no more so than Greece where the austerity measures and fiscal issues have caused an enormous social and political upheaval. The global economy has been hit by the lack of trust and confidence the ordinary person has for banks, financial intuitions and in some countries the governing body. Banks were created in the 1400's in Florence to ensure that society could trust that their money or currency at the time, would be safe.
Following the global crisis, this trust and confidence in the banks and financial institutions has been eroded. This chapter considers whether a digital, decentralised cryptocurrency where peer-to-peer transactions and lending takes place, could replace the trust and confidence that was once found in banks.
The chapter is therefore divided into several parts. The chapter begins by examining what digital currencies are and how they differ from other platform based currencies which could not be used at the present time as a form of currency within countries. The chapter then moves onto explore Bitcoins and how they are the leading digital currency currently and whether they have the potential to act as a States' currency. This then leads the chapter into discussing the financial crisis and digital currencies as an alternative to the sovereign currency of a State. In particular, the chapter uses Greece's tumultuous journey through the financial crisis as an example of a State exploring advantages and disadvantages of a cryptocurrency as an alternative currency. The chapter concludes by opining whether digital currencies have a future in financial crisis management and whether the law or State can intervene.
. The European Union has passed no specific regulations or legislation that confirms the status of Bitcoins or virtual currencies. The report Virtual Currency Schemes in 2012 explores the possibility of whether virtual currencies are money, 19 with some debate as to whether it falls under the Electronic 11 electronic storage; (b) issuance upon receipt of funds and c) acceptance as a means of payment by a legal or natural person other than the issuer. 20 The report finds that Bitcoins meets the first and third criteria but not the second. 21 Globally regulatory are opposed to providing legislation focused on the use of digital currencies but more and more governments are realising that the use of Bitcoins could and will generate taxable income for their countries. As such most of the legislation which is coming into play is based on the regulation of taxation and also anti-money laundering and counter terrorist financing regulations. As distrust of banks and financial intermediaries. However, in 2015 Warren Buffett stated that people should "stay away" from the digital currency due to its association with criminal activity. 49 The value of Bitcoins fluctuates greatly, 50 and its lack of identity checks allows criminals to use the currency via third party currency exchange for illegal means. However, the idea and the technology provides a safe, unhackable (due to its blockchain ledgers) 51 currency which could be used in situations where the national or state currency has become unusable. As Casey & Vigna state:
"No digital currency will soon dislodge the dollar, but Bitcoin is much more than a currency. It is a radically new, decentralised system for managing the way societies exchange value. It is, quite simply, one of the most powerful innovations in finance in 500 years". 52 Houben states that Bitcoins are virtual currency and a virtual currency is defined by the European Central Bank as a form of unregulated digital money, usually issued and controlled by its developers and used and accepted among the members of a specific virtual community. 53 Koepsell also argues that Bitcoins should be treated like money despite the lack of intuitional guarantees. He states that "a Bitcoin is as own-able as a dollars are when they are deposited in a bank…Bitcoins exist by virtual of their representations in a ledge in cyberspace". 54 Koepsell links money and digital currencies by the trust the consumer places with the banks and the digital exchanges or wallets, that keep their money. There is an obligation in terms of physical or digital records that that customer has X amount of 49
Greece
The Great Financial Crisis of 2007-9 effected most countries around the globe. However, within the Eurozone several countries were affected greatly. These countries, Greece, Ireland and Iceland saw enormous strain on their domestic economy due to the crisis. Greece is still, some six years after the crisis, struggling to maintain solvency. Former Greek finance minister, Yanis Varoufakis, is an advocate of using a digital currency as a parallel to the Euro to help 'delay the moment of default on the loans'. As Mason opines about the Greek financial problem:
"The Greek debt is unpayable; the austerity required to pay it down is socially unbearable. So whether it's this week or in six months' time, there will come a point when Athens cannot meet conditions acceptable to the European Central Bank.
Then, the normal sequence would be: bank closures, capital controls, an angry standoff and ultimately a Greek default".
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Yaroufakis's idea is that the digital currency would be similar to Bitcoins but it would be issued by the state and would, like Bitcoins, be exchangeable for Euro's. The other difference would be that if, once you had the new digital currency, you retained it for more than two years you would get a profit back on it paid for by taxes. Varoufakis, termed the idea a "future-tax coin".
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The reasoning behind Varoufakis' proposal was that Greece would have a currency which was outside the reach of Brussels and that it would give the people of Greece an opportunity to live within the reaches of austerity. Varoufakis, is seen as an anti-establishment economist and should a digital currency actually come into being in Greece it would support his, and many others ideas, that it should be the state and not markets that create money.
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The argument is further developed by the anti-establishment economists stating that taxing and spending creates money and not buying and selling in the market place. By the state taking an active role in regulating and taxing money within their system, they can create more money. This Modern monetary theory is as Mason argues, not a theory any more.
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This belief in the State and that the state will exist in the future is what drives this modern monetary theory forward. If people believe in the currency, then it is real and the economy can regain its cogs once more. If this happens the State can pay people, it can create more jobs and can ensure the economy is running despite running at a deficit. In other words, a State that controls its own monetary system will always be solvent as it can always create more. This is an inherent problem for countries within the Eurozone who do not have control over their national monetary systems and as we can see from the Greek problem, can lead to sever monetary solvency issues for countries.
During the financial crisis when ATM machines were running out of cash, there was a rise in the use of Bitcoins and in fact the first Bitcoin ATM was set up in one of the Greek Islands so that people could access money. 75 On the island of Agistri, a test case for the digital currencies, a local loyalty scheme has been created (drachmaeconnect.com) which allows people and tourists to use a digital currency when conducting financial transactions on the island. 76 It has been argued 77 that the use of the digital currency can be likened to the use of M-Pesa in Africa which is a mobile phone based money transfer and micro-financing initiative. social position but it would enable the digital currency to become more mainstream and facilitate an economic growth, which the Euro is not able to do currently. Regulation, in some shape or form would allow for the currency to be used in a legal way and to ensure the safety of its users, but perhaps it would diminish the appeal of its maverick nature.
Advantages and Disadvantages of using a digital currency for a crisis hit country
The financial crisis has allowed economics and legal academics to look into the benefits and disadvantages of using Bitcoins, or other digital currencies as a means of alternative finance. In the next section of this chapter, an exploration of these will be undertaken to argue whether an alternative currency could be beneficial to those countries inflected by global financial crisis measures.
Disadvantages
There are many disadvantages to using Bitcoins or other digital currencies but these are not insurmountable. One of the issues with Bitcoin is the lack of a financial institutions involvement and therefore it falls outside the legal remit of banking. 79 There are no safeguards in place to protect the consumer if a digital currency is not linked to a bank. If the digital currency stops being in existence or suffers a financial crisis, then it is not backed by the bank and government, and the customer will not have any recourse. 80 Digital wallets and also credit and debit cards used in financial transactions of digital currencies will also not recompense a customer who has suffered a loss through the use of digital currencies. vendors accept digital currencies as a means of payment. This is changing however and in cases of financial crisis, evolution and development are quick to set in to accommodate supply and demand.
There is a lack of national and international regulation which means that any unregulated digital currency can be used for criminal purposes, such as money laundering and terrorist financing 83 .
However, more countries are now viewing the financial transactions of digital currencies as being applicable to national anti-money laundering rules. Although it does not protect the currency itself it can protect the consumer and society in general.
Tax evasion is also a disadvantage (or advantage) of using a digital currency and has been seen a means of avoiding paying national taxation. 84 In light of this the US and Germany have taken the stance that Bitcoins are subject to capital gains tax and retail transactions are subject to sales tax. In
Denmark casual sales of Bitcoins are not subject to taxation but Norway follows the German taxation system.
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Bitcoins themselves have issues where they have been stolen or lost, thus rendering the owner unable to seek recompense or recourse for their return. Virtual Wallets can be hacked with the result of the theft of Bitcoins, 86 they can also be lost or erased from an owner's computer.
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Bitcoins can also be used to pay for unregulated gaming activities on the internet. Consumers using unregulated gaming sites have a mistrust of mainstream financial providers and as such use alternative means of financing for their activities. This can lead to the increase of criminal activities stemming from gaming.
Advantages
One of the most notable advantages for countries within a financial crisis is that Bitcoins are nongovernmentally controlled. Thereby government, unless through legislation cannot control the use of the currency if the country is gripped in a financial crisis. People would be able to access their finances through the internet thus allowing spending and consumption of goods. In countries such 83 as Greece, Cyprus and Iceland where banks saw enormous runs on their deposits, people with access to Bitcoins would still be able to have access to their accounts.
The cost and speed of the transaction is also a benefit to the currency. The irrevocable transaction is faster than a normal electronic transfer as it does not need to go through a third party for authentication. The process is peer-to-peer lending
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. This also means that the cost of the transaction is considerably lower, depending on the type of transaction being made. This will also benefit and encourage the growth of micropayments, thus increasing the amount of people who have access to finance globally. 89 Financial privacy is both an advantage and a disadvantage of the currency system. 90 Although transactions are not completely anonymous due to the Bitcoin unique address being recorded in the block chain ledger, there is more privacy associated with the financial transaction than with traditional payment systems. A disadvantage would be that the levels of anonymity creates a criminal undertone where criminal activities can be traced back to.
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Access is also a huge advantage of a digital currency. 92 A digital currency is based on the internet and therefore can be accessed by any population that has access to the internet but perhaps does not have access to other systems of finance. This may the case not only in rural developing countries but also in countries where financial crisis has led to the collapse of the traditional banking system.
Conclusion
The idea of Bitcoins or a new form of digital currency offers society a new form of currency. This new form of currency is currently unregulated for the majority of its activities and can pose serious criminal issues. However, it can also be used for a social good where countries are gripped with financial crisis and ordinary people have no other means of access finance. There is much merit in the idea that a parallel digital currency could mean a lesser effect of austerity measures in times of financial crisis. A digital currency may also mean that more of the unbanked population being 88 bought into the financial environment through an alternative mechanism. To regulate the digital currency in comparison to the traditional forms of finance would mean that the possibilities of the currency is curtailed. Not regulating digital currencies in light of traditional crimes effecting finance will allow the criminal underbelly of society an avenue to flourish. A bespoke set of national and international laws directing legislation and guidance to where digital currencies can achieve benefits is greatly sought after. This is only achievable through a careful and considered debate between policy makers and users/developers of digital currencies. Digital currencies can offer much hope for a fairer and more equal financial system but if the regulators get it wrong they will be forever confined to criminals and those who are rich enough to dabble in innovative finance.
